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Proposition

‘Regulation’ plays a significant part in the reform of public 

services – but how it does this depends on the way the 

whole system of public services is organised…and as this 

whole system changes, then so too must the regulatory 

system change.

Public service
reform

Regulation
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Public services
funded out of taxation and provided free (at the point of delivery) to 
citizens (individually, or collectively)

broadly covering: health, education, welfare, justice and community 
safety

Regulatory system
driven by government policy, laws and targets, but delivered by 
arms’ length organisations

managed through complex ‘vertical’ (national, regional, and local) 
and ‘horizontal’ (cross-functional) inter-organisational relationships, 
combining performance management and external audit/review

this presentation focuses on the role of independent external review
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The whole system view

Front-line service providers

Government
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external
review

People (service users)

gives money
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Outcome
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The purpose of independent external 
review in public services

Is the service
provider meeting
basic standards?

What resource
does the 

service have
to improve?

How is the user 
benefiting from

the service?

Information to
provide 

assurance

Opportunity to 
challenge

Inspiration to 
improve

“… it brought out a fighting spirit and determination to get things right. 
Here we are two years later, one point off “excellent” and one of the highest 
service scorers in the country. That wouldn’t have happened had we not felt 
that feeling of hurt.”                    Chief Executive Bury Metropolitan Borough Council
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Public service reform

Investment: to create capacity

Accountability: set national standards
that matter to the public

Devolution: give responsibility to 
local leaders to meet local needs

Flexibility: to personalise
according to individual needs

Choice: for service users 
to drive improvement

Independent data to 
support decisions

Checks that provide 
confidence

Assesses outcomes; 
mirrors good practice

Assures standards 
are being met

Assures value for money

Regulation/
external reviewBuilding blocks 

of reform
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The landscape of service delivery

Private 
sector

Voluntary 
sector

Public 
sector

Wider 
dept

Dept
HQ

Directorates Executive 
agencies

NDPBs

Local 
authorities

Other depts

Charities

NGOs
Public 

corporations

Contractors

Close/
Tight

Distant/ 
Loose

Focus across institutions on individuals, outcomes
Devolution and lighter touch regulation 
PFI and commissioning

Implications 
of reform?
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Public service reform Flexibility: to personalise
according to individual needs
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focus across institutions on  
individuals 

move away from input 
measures and compliance 
checking…

to assessing the outcomes 
that service users are 
experiencing

assess how well partnerships 
are doing

reflect room for improvement

Implications for regulation:
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Public service reform

Implications for regulation:

Devolution: give responsibility to 
local leaders to meet local needs

less detailed scrutiny, more 
assessment of corporate 
functions; use existing data 

reflect how well local services 
are joining up to provide seamless 
care for local citizens

reflect how well local leaders 
are serving their local community, 
and how the community feels

focus on capacity to improve 
and link ratings to incentives 

tell local citizens about this
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Public service reform

Implications for regulation:

mixed economy – more private 
and independent companies 
providing services

government needs to ensure that 
consumers are safe

government needs to ensure there 
are enough suppliers

market forces drive improvement

government needs to ensure that 
commissioning and contracting is 
effective and provides value for 
money

Choice: for service users 
to drive improvement

?
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Variables to consider for public service 
regulatory regimes

Current state of performance – bringing all up to a 
minimum standard, or creating the cult of excellence?

Risk and public perceptions – what can be passed on by 
central government, and what comes home to roost?

Trust in the system – is there any, or is a safety net 
needed made from ‘red tape’?
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